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JBL’s Christmas feast for your ears!

New Pulse, LIVE and Flip turn the volume up on festivities

This year, JBL will deck the halls with amazing musical gifts! From true wireless headphones to

portable speakers in fun colours, these epic presents will be music to your ears.

 

Light up the dark winter nights with JBL Pulse 4

Forget candles and tinsel and set the mood with the JBL Pulse 4 Bluetooth speaker. High-

resolution LED lights beneath the Pulse 4’s sleek surface produce stunning light shows that will

dazzle the crowd. The Pulse 4 lets you create the mood whether you feel like party time or chill.

JBL Pulse 4 is available now on JBL.com for €229.
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Make the beat go on with JBL Flip 5 and PartyBoost

Holiday parties will be even merrier with the new JBL Flip 5 Bluetooth speaker boasting

crystal-clear sound, packaged in a rugged waterproof case. With the new PartyBoost tech, you

can connect to over 100 PartyBoost-enabled speakers to set the dance floor on fire. With its 12-

hour battery life, the Flip 5 will keep the party going on well into the New Year!

The JBL Flip 5 is available now on JBL.com for €129 in a variety of cool colours.

 

Upgrade your holiday travels with JBL LIVE headphones

Truly wireless and beautifully designed, the JBL LIVE 300TWS headphones keep you

connected anytime, anywhere. Using the Ambient Aware function you can hear what’s

happening around you, so you’ll never miss your flight being called. The TalkThru mode allows

you to turn the music down and talk to your friends, without removing your headphones.

Wondering if it will snow? You have Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa always on hand to get

answers straight into your ears. When you need to tune out and focus on the music, the noise-

cancelling LIVE 650BTNC over-ear headphones will mute the distractions.

JBL LIVE 650BTNC are available on JBL.com for €199 in black, white and blue.

JBL LIVE 300TWS will be available on JBL.com from November 2019 for €149 in black, white

and blue.



Take your Christmas parties to the next level with JBL Partybox 100

Impress the dancing queens and kings in your life with powerful JBL sound and a dynamic

lightshow! With the JBL Partybox 100 Bluetooth party speaker, you’ll throw the party of the

season. The Partybox 100 is portable and has a rechargeable battery, so you can still make the

crowd go wild even when you move on to the after-party.

JBL® Partybox 100 is now available for purchase on JBL.com for €299.
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Fill the stocking with JBL JR POP kids’ speaker and JBL JR kids’ headphones

This Christmas, good things really come in small packages! The JR POP portable kids’ speaker

can be clipped onto a backpack with the handy strap, and personalized with fun stickers.

The JBL JR heaphones feature a safe <85dB sound and a comfortable fit, so Mum and Dad will

get to wrap presents in peace while the kids are listening to their fave tunes.

JBL® JRPOP speaker and JBL JR headphones are now available for purchase on JBL.com for

€34,99 and €24,99 respectively.
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